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CTX700 Heel Shifter Installation Instructions

Introduction:

These instructions will guide you for the installation of the CTX700 heel shifter arm.  This 

lever can be installed on any year, naked or fairing style.  There's a lot of “wiggle room” in how it

gets installed.  However, it will NOT work with the stock foot pegs!   

This design was done specifically for the popular Kuryakyn floorboards.  You can have the 8.5” 

Model 4357 or any of the several Kuryakyn 5.7” mini-boards (e.g., the Model 7579 et al).  All of 

the footboards will use the Model 8815 splined adaptors.  The Kuryakyn's are the only 
foorboards tested.  The shifter arm may or may not work with something else.  Here's a picture

of a Model 7579 mini-board installation:

Installation Requirements:

The user will have to drill one mounting hole at the base of the stock toe shifter lever. The 

surrounding Tupperware will have to have a couple of "relief" slots cut unless the user chooses 

to not re-install the Tupperware when the heel lever is in use. 

For most weekend mechanics, it will prove to be a straightforward one person, 20-30 minute 

project at the most. If you don't feel comfortable installing it yourself, ask around to find a 

local "turner of wrenches" who can do it for you -- they are out there in abundance.
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Removing the Tupperware cowling:

Remove the bolts on the cowling as shown below.  Note there are a couple of screws to remove 

from the front cowl as well and although not shown here, they will be obvious when you actually 

remove the cowling:

Design Considerations:

When adding a heel shift lever, the goal is that all  gear shifting will then be done by a 

downward action. In turn, to downshift, you tap the stock front arm down with your toe. To up 

shift, you tap the new rear arm downward with your heal.  The big advantage is that you have 

the option to lower the toe shifter from the stock position, since you don't have to put your 

foot under it anymore. This is more comfy for some, especially us short legged buggers. As you 

can see below, there are four 1/4” mounting holes available to accommodate smaller feet.
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Installing the heel shifter arm is a straightforward, two step process.  The first step is to 

adjust the stock toe shifter position where you want it to stay by adjusting the “turnbuckle” 

arm.  Think about its location because once you drill for the new attachment you are limiting 

your up/down adjustment.  For most folks, leaving it in the original stock shifter position will be 

just right.

Taking my own advice, I left the front lever in the stock position.  As you can see, it has more 

than enough room for the toe up-lifting shift motion.  

Regardless of your choice for the front shift peg height & angle, you will want maintain the rear

lever's relative positioning as seen above.  This location results in a good position when using 

Kury footboards.  The rear peg sits about 1.5” above the foot board.  This allows sufficient 

room for my size 12 feet and keeps the rear peg up and out of the way when not in use.

Using the above information as a guide, locating the place to drill the mounting hole in the toe 

lever is as much “art” as “mechanics.”  Even though the heel lever actually installs on the back 

side of the toe lever, to find the place to drill, I held the heel lever on the front side with a 

brand new 1/4” drill in the mounting hole while I moved the rear end around to where it should 

be.  Once located, I punched the trigger just to “mark” the spot.  Since I could, I clamped the 

lever in that place and stepped back to check it out to be sure (thus following the mechanic's 

rule: Measure twice, drill once!).

Next it is time to drill the 1/4” hole.  If you need to do that with a hand held drill, you'll want a 

brand new drill bit bought for this purpose.  The other way is to use a drill press.  In either 

case, run your drill at a fairly low speed and with a steady pressure.  That will help the bit cut 
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into the steel better.  If using hand held, keep the bit at a 90 degree angle as best you can.  

Finally, here's a trick that most folks don't know: using an old manual spray bottle, keep the 

area lubricated with white vinegar.  Yes, cheap old salad dressing type vinegar is a great lube for

metal drilling & machining!!

The final positioning of the toe lever and the heel lever is largely determined by (1) the size the

of your foot; and (2), the preferred angle of your foot's positioning when riding.  So as stated 

before, the old adage applies here: “Measure twice, drill once.”  Once you have the shifter arm 

installed, you need to deal with the Tupperware that covers that part of the bike.

Trimming The Tupperware:

The shifter Tupperware cover can be dealt with in one of two ways.  Either simply do not re-use

the Tupperware (i.e., just don't re-install it).  Actually, I don't recommend just leaving the 

Tupperware off, mainly because it looks like you forgot to install it!  The thing to do is cut a 

“path” in it for the new arm to move freely up & down.  

I found the best way to deal with this cutting was with an $18 oscillating tool from Harbor 

Freight ( http://www.harborfreight.com/oscillating-multi-tool-68861.html )   With that tool, 

relief cutting the Tupperware was not difficult at all, even on the first try.  Here is a 

perspective shot of what should be removed:
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You can also use a jig saw that has a blade designed for cutting plastic or a Dremel tool since 

the Tupperware plastic is rather soft.  Depending upon how the blades are configured, you can 

even cut the track out using sheet metal snippers.  

Here is the first “cutting guide” for the Tupperware cover:

And here is a guide for making the side cuts:
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You can lay out the cut lines using whatever technique that floats your boat.  I provide you with 
a traditional template printing on crack & peel label stock.  But I preferred to use 3/4” and 1/2”
wide tapes laid down on the piece in the appropriate spaces as my cutting guide.  As shown on 
the video, for me, it was easy peasy!

Once the tupperware cuts have been made, install the rear peg (either yours or the temporary 
one supplied), mount the heel lever and replace the tupperware cover and go for a ride!!

Temporary Rear Peg:

Along with the shifter arm itself, there is a 1 inch bolt & nut for mounting the shifter to the 
stock toe lever.  I also am including the parts for a "temporary" heel peg so you can go riding 
immediately.  I call it temporary since it is just a bolt, washer & nut with a piece of black hose 
on the shaft.  It might last for years, or just a few weeks depending upon how much abuse is 
thrown at it.

The “peg” is not intended to be permanent, I just threw it in as a courtesy.   That way the user 
will then have time to purchase a "real" peg from the hundreds available in the Harley 
aftermarket.  Just for fun, I did an eBay search with the key phrase of [I]"harley davidson 
shift peg"[/I] on eBay and was served up 4,000  entries  to choose from.  Heck, even Amazon 
had almost 700 from the same search phrase.  Pricing was from $3 up to the usual extortion 
levels that the HD name invokes from some vendors.
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There are foun 0.25" mounting holes pre-drilled to allow users to install a heel peg of their 
choosing in the exact position that works best for them.  If you opt for a peg intended for 
Harley use, it will likely be a 5/16ths SAE bolt, be prepared to ream out the hole.

Here's a picture of the temporary pegs parts on the left along with a finished installation on 
the right:
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